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We investigate the sign problem of the fermion determinant at finite baryon density in (1+1)
dimensions, in which the ground state in the chiral limit should be free from the sign problem by
forming a chiral spiral. To confirm it, we evaluate the fermion determinant in the continuum theory
at the one-loop level and find that the determinant becomes real as expected. The conventional
lattice formulation to implement a chemical potential is, however, not compatible with the spiral
transformation. We discuss an alternative of the finite-density formulation and numerically verify
the chiral spiral on the finite-density lattice.
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Introduction Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) has
profound contents to be explored with external parame-
ters such as the temperature T , the baryon chemical po-
tential µB (that is equal to the quark chemical potential
µq multiplied by the number of colors Nc), the magnetic
field B, and so on [1]. The direct calculation based on
QCD would be, however, feasible only in some limited
ranges of these parameters. In particular along the di-
rection of increasing µq, perturbative QCD is not really
useful unless the density is high enough to accommodate
color superconductivity [2, 3]. Moreover, the numerical
simulation based on lattice QCD breaks down with fi-
nite µq. The most serious obstacle lies in the fact that
the Monte-Carlo method based on importance sampling
is invalid for the finite-density case due to the complex
fermion determinant, which is commonly referred to as
the sign problem (see [4] for reviews).
The sign problem is relevant not only in the lattice-
QCD simulation but also in analytical computations [5,
6]. At finite temperature, the temporal or thermal com-
ponent of the gauge field A4 plays a special role, and
its expectation value is given a gauge-invariant inter-
pretation, namely, (the phase of) the Polyakov loop,
L ≡ P exp[ig ∫ β
0
dx4A4]. Because the traced Polyakov
loop is an order parameter for quark deconfinement,
many efforts have been devoted to the computation of the
effective potential with respect to L or A4 [7–9]. With
the contribution from the fermion determinant [10], the
effective potential at nonzero µq has turned out to take a
complex value, and thus the physical meaning as a grand
potential or thermal weight is obscure. This is how we
can observe the sign problem even using the perturbative
calculation in the continuum theory.
Since the resolution of the sign problem seems to be
still far from our hands, it is very instructive to acquire
some experiences with density-like effects that would
cause no sign problem. Theoretical attempts along this
line include the imaginary chemical potential [11], the
isospin chemical potential [12], the chiral chemical po-
tential [13], dense QCD with two colors or with adjoint
matter [4, 14], the strong magnetic field B [15], and so
on. Among these examples the magnetic field partic-
ularly leads to a quite suggestive change in the state of
quark matter. The most drastic consequences result from
the Landau quantization and the dominance of the lowest
Landau level for spin-1/2 fermions. Thus, in the strong-
B limit, quarks are subject to the dimensional reduction,
and the transverse motion in a plane perpendicular to B
is frozen.
The nature of chiral symmetry breaking is affected ac-
cordingly by the strong-B effects [16]; the spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry inevitably occurs in the
(1+1)-dimensional system (or in the lowest Landau level
approximation [17]), which is called the magnetic catal-
ysis. This phenomenon is analogous to the supercon-
ductivity, which is also triggered by the low-dimensional
nature on the Fermi surface. In chiral model studies (see
[18] for a review) the chiral phase transition is delayed to-
ward a higher temperature due to the magnetic catalysis,
while in the finite-T lattice-QCD simulation it has been
recognized that the chiral crossover temperature gets
smaller with increasing B, which is sometimes called the
inverse magnetic catalysis or the magnetic inhibition [19].
Another interesting example from the (1+1)-dimensional
nature is the topological phenomenon such as the chi-
ral magnetic effect [20] that might be detectable with
the noncentral collision of positively charged heavy ions
through charge separation or photon emission [21]. The
quickest derivation of the chiral magnetic effect makes use
of the low dimensionality of the Landau zero-mode, that
is, the special property of the γ matrices; γ5γµ = µνγν ,
in (1+1) dimensions.
Such a (1+1)-dimensional system of quark matter pro-
vides us with further useful information; the ground state
of the (1+1)-dimensional chiral system at finite density
(with large number of internal degrees of freedom) is
known to form a chiral spiral [22] (see also [23] for a
lattice study). In the strong-B limit, therefore, the “chi-
ral magnetic spiral” could be one of the most likely can-
didates for the ground state of finite-density and mag-
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2netized quark matter [24]. The essential idea of [24] is
that the explicit µq dependence is rotated away in (1+1)
dimensions, and this procedure transforms the homoge-
neous chiral condensate to form a spiral in chiral ba-
sis. This at the same time implies that the sign problem
should no longer be harmful once the dimensional reduc-
tion occurs.
One might have thought that the strong-B limit is such
a special environment having loose relevance to our re-
alistic world. It has been argued, however, that quark
matter at high density even without B already exhibits
a character as a pseudo-(1+1)-dimensional system locally
on the Fermi surface [25], just like the situation of super-
conductivity, and the whole Fermi surface should be cov-
ered by low-dimensional patches [26]. Besides, the p-wave
pion condensation in nuclear matter having the same spi-
ral structure is still a vital possibility beyond the normal
nuclear density [27]. In this way, it is definitely worth
considering the sign problem and the ground state struc-
ture in (1+1)-dimensional systems both for academic in-
terest and for practical purpose.
Our analysis in the present work surprisingly reports
that the conventional lattice formulation at finite density
becomes problematic even for describing the expected
ground state of such an idealized (1+1)-dimensional sys-
tem. First we shall illuminate how the sign problem
should be irrelevant in (1+1) dimensions by performing
the perturbative calculation. Then, we will proceed to
the lattice formulation to find that the conventional intro-
duction of µq [28] cannot realize the transformation prop-
erties in the continuum theory unless the lattice spacing
is very small. We can choose an alternative that is op-
timal to yield a chiral spiral and conduct the numerical
test to confirm a spiral formation on the lattice.
Perturbative calculation Let us first evaluate the
fermion determinant at finite µq and high enough T that
justifies the perturbative treatment. At the one-loop level
in the deconfined phase, we should keep the Polyakov-
loop A4 background and carry out the Gaussian integra-
tion with respect to quantum fluctuations of gluons. Af-
ter taking the summation over the Matsubara frequency,
we can write the determinant M[A4] (for a single flavor
throughout this work) down as
M[A4] = N e−TdVdΓ[A4] = N exp
{
αd
∫
Vdd
dp
(2pi)d
tr ln
[(
1+Le−(ε−µq)/T
)(
1+L†e−(ε+µq)/T
)]}
,
(1)
where d and Vd represent the spatial dimension and
the spatial volume, respectively, and the dispersion re-
lation is ε =
√
p2 +m2. We note that the spin degen-
eracy factor αd depends on d: α3 = 2 and α1 = 1.
For practical convenience, we rotate the color basis as
ULU† = diag(eipiφ1 , eipiφ2 , eipiφ3), where φ1 + φ2 + φ3 = 0
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FIG. 1. (Upper) Imaginary part of Γ[φ] for d = 3 at µ˜q = 0.1
shown as a function of φ1 and φ2. (Lower) Imaginary part of
Γ[φ] for d = 1 at µ˜q = 0.1.
should hold to satisfy det(ULU†) = 1.
For the massless case (m = 0), we can perform the
full analytical integration for arbitrary d. In particu-
lar, a choice of d = 3 immediately yields the well-known
Weiss–Gross-Pisarski-Yaffe-type potential [8] that takes
the following polynomial form [1, 10, 30]:
Γ[φ] = −4pi
2
3
Nc∑
i=1
B4
[(
1 + φi
2
)
mod1
− iµ˜q
2
]
, (2)
where the Bernoulli polynomial appears as B4(x) =
x2(1−x)2− 1/30 [9]. We also introduced the dimension-
less chemical potential as µ˜q ≡ µq/(piT ) for notational
simplicity. While we choose Nc = 3 in our QCD study,
Eq. (2) is valid for any SU(Nc) groups.
The apparent presence of the imaginary part in Eq. (2)
corresponds to the sign problem. Indeed, the com-
plex phase of the fermion determinant is nothing but
−T dVdImΓ (mod 2pi). To gain a more informative view,
we make a plot for ImΓ[φ] in the upper panel of Fig. 1 as
a function of φ1 and φ2 (with φ3 = −φ1−φ2). It is clear
from the figure that the complex phase has a nontrivial
dependence on the gauge configuration φ1 and φ2.
A more interesting case is for d = 1 corresponding to
quark matter under the dimensional reduction. In this
case the logarithm of the fermion determinant simplifies
as
Γ[φ] = 2pi
Nc∑
i=1
B2
[(
1 + φi
2
)
mod1
− iµ˜q
2
]
. (3)
3Here, we again used the Bernoulli polynomial as defined
by B2(x) = x
2 − x + 1/6. It is quite reasonable that
B4(x) in Eq. (2) for d+ 1 = 4 is replaced with B2(x) in
Eq. (3) for d+1 = 2. We can identify the imaginary part
for d = 1 as
ImΓ[φ] = 2piµ˜q
Nc∑
i=1
[(
1 + φi
2
)
mod1
− 1
2
]
=
 0 (−1 < φ1 + φ2 < 1)−2piµ˜q (φ1 + φ2 ≥ 1)
+2piµ˜q (φ1 + φ2 ≤ −1)
.
(4)
This analytic behavior is visually shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 1. The step emerges when (1 + φ3)/2 =
(1−φ1−φ2)/2 exceeds the boundary of modular one, and
then, as is clear from the above expression, ImΓ takes a
constant ±2piµ˜q, which is ±0.2pi in our numerical setup
(µ˜q = 0.1) to draw Fig. 1.
With a more careful deliberation on the phase-space
volume, we see that an imaginary part in the region
|φ1 + φ2| ≥ 1 has no contribution since this finite value
is quantized as TV1ImΓ = 2pin with an integer n. To
see this, let us consider the branch-cut contribution from
the logarithm in the integrand of Eq. (1), which appears
when the real part in the logarithm turns negative, i.e.,
Re[eipiφi−(|p|−µq)/T ] < −1. The momentum integration
under this condition picks up the phase-space volume sat-
isfying |p| < µq, that is,
±
∫
V1dp
2pi
2pi θ(µq − |p|)
→±
∑
Phase Space
2pi θ(µq − |p|) = ±2 · 2pi
⌊
V1µq
2pi
⌋
,
(5)
where b· · · c represents the floor function. Equation (5)
reproduces Eq. (4) multiplied with TV1 in a quantized
form. In summary of perturbative analyses in the (1+1)-
dimensional continuum theory, as conjectured, we have
actually confirmed that no sign problem arises.
Lattice formulation This simple analytical observa-
tion is, however, not easy to be validated on the lat-
tice, unless one reaches the continuum limit. To make
the point explicitly clear, let us take a pseudo-(1+1)-
dimensional system discarding two transverse (1st and
2nd) components. Then, in Euclidean space-time with
the longitudinal (3rd) and the temporal (4th) compo-
nents, the Lagrangian density, Leff = ψ¯D(µq)ψ, with
D(µq) = γ
3(∂3 − igA3) + γ4(∂4 + µq − igA4) defines the
theory. Here, we consider the most interesting case of
m = 0 only. Then, we can immediately confirm that µq
is superficially erased by the following rotation:
ψ → ψ = Uψ′ , ψ¯ → ψ¯ = ψ¯′U , (6)
with U ≡ exp(−µqγ3γ4x3). The chemical potential
can be factorized out by the unitary transformation,
D(µq) = U
†D(0)U†, and thus the fermion determinant
is independent of µq. Strictly speaking, this rotation also
causes a shift in momenta carried by ψ′ and ψ¯′, and such
a shift gives rise to nontrivial µq dependence through chi-
ral anomaly [22]. For the moment, it suffices for our pur-
pose of seeing the spiral if we focus on the tree-level elim-
ination of the µq-term, and we will not go into anomalous
µq dependence.
In the conventional lattice formulation [28], µq is in-
troduced as
ψ¯γ4(∂4 + µq)ψ = (ψ¯ e
−µqx4)γ4∂4(eµqx4ψ)
' 1
2
ψ¯(x)γ4eµqψ(x+ 4ˆ)− 1
2
ψ¯(x)γ4e−µqψ(x− 4ˆ) .
(7)
If we apply the transformation with Eq. (6) on the lattice
version of the Lagrangian, we can find UD(µq)U as
1
2
{
ψ¯′(x)
[
(γ3 cosµq−γ4 sinµq)ψ′(x+3ˆ)+γ4eµqψ′(x+4ˆ)
]
− ψ¯′(x)
[
(γ3 cosµq+γ
4 sinµq)ψ
′(x−3ˆ)+γ4e−µqψ′(x−4ˆ)
]}
(8)
apart from the link variables. In the continuum limit (i.e.
the lattice spacing a → 0), where µqa goes vanishingly
small, the explicit µq dependence certainly disappears as
anticipated from the continuum theory. In this sense,
such an incomplete cancellation in Eq. (7) is a lattice
artifact, and yet, this is crucial for the sign problem and
the formation of chiral spiral.
One quick remedy for the noncancellation problem is
to alter the way to formulate µq on the lattice. We shall
propose to introduce the chemical potential as D(µq) =
U†D(0)U†, i.e. (see [29] for a similar proposal),
ψ¯
(
γ3∂3 + γ
4µq
)
ψ = (ψ¯ U†)γ3∂3(U†ψ)
' 1
2
ψ¯(x)
(
γ3 cosµq + γ
4 sinµq
)
ψ(x+ 3ˆ)
− 1
2
ψ¯(x)
(
γ3 cosµq − γ4 sinµq
)
ψ(x− 3ˆ) (9)
(with link variables omitted). In this form, it may look
trivial at glance that the rotation with Eq. (6) can get rid
of the µq dependence. The situation is not such trivial,
though. One can actually prove that the eigenvalues of
this fermion operator appear as a quartet: λ, −λ, λ∗, and
−λ∗. In other words, the fermion determinant is always
real regardless of the dimensionality! Needless to say,
this cannot be a resolution of the sign problem. Because
sinµq is accompanied by cos q3 in momentum space of
Eq. (9), the sign of µq changes for the fermion doublers in
the 3ˆ direction. Therefore, if we interpret the doublers as
different quark flavors, µq as put in Eq. (9) represents the
isospin chemical potential rather than the quark chemical
potential, so that the determinant is always real! This
also means that the new formulation as in Eq. (9) cannot
produce a chiral spiral.
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FIG. 2. Condensates σ and η at µq = 2pi/N (with N = 32)
as a function of x3 in the lattice unit. The closed circle
and triangle dots represent the results from our new formu-
lation, while the open circle and triangle dots from the con-
ventional one. The solid curves are 2.86 cos[2µq(x3 − 1)] and
2.86 sin[2µq(x3 − 1)] that fit the oscillation behavior.
Thus, we must cope with the doubler problem to treat
µq as a quark chemical potential. In this work we shall
na¨ıvely add the Wilson term, rW ψ¯∂
2ψ (where we choose
rW = 1) to make heavy doublers decouple from the dy-
namics. Not to violate the transformation properties,
D(µq) = U
†D(0)U†, we must implement the Wilson term
according to Eq. (9) as rW ψ¯∂
2ψ → rW (ψ¯U†)∂2(U†ψ). In
this case the fermion determinant becomes real only for
discrete values of µq, that is quantized as µq = (pi/N)n,
where N is the number of lattice sites along the x3 direc-
tion. Because the Wilson term has an explicit x3 depen-
dence, we must require e2µqγ
3γ4N = 1 to keep the action
invariant under the shift: x3 → x3 +N .
For µq = (pi/N)n, the determinant returns to a real
value. While the bulk properties are fixed by the whole
quantity of the determinant, we emphasize here, the mi-
croscopic dynamics is far more nontrivial. If the vacuum
at µq = 0 has a nonzero and homogeneous chiral conden-
sate σ0 ≡ 〈ψ¯ψ〉 6= 0, the rotated vacuum with Eq. (6) at
µq 6= 0 should yield σ0 = 〈ψ¯′ψ′〉 as well. In terms of the
original basis, accordingly, we can expect σ ≡ 〈ψ¯ψ〉 =
σ0 cos(2µqx3) and η ≡ 〈ψ¯γ3γ4ψ〉 = σ0 sin(2µqx3), which
locally breaks chiral symmetry but does not globally, i.e.,
the average of the condensate vanishes:
∫
d2x〈ψ¯ψ〉 = 0.
In Fig. 2 we show the condensates as a function of x3
defined by σ(x3) ≡ N−1t
∑
x4
tr[D−1(µq)] and η(x3) ≡
N−1t
∑
x4
tr[γ3γ4D−1(µq)] (in the lattice unit). This is
the result for one gauge configuration generated after
1000 quench updates using the Wilson gauge action with
β = 5.0. If we use the conventional introduction of µq as
in Eq. (7), only σ has a finite expectation value and the
oscillatory pattern is hardly visible. With the new formu-
lation as in Eq. (9), on the other hand, both σ and η take
a finite value to develop a clear chiral spiral. [One should
be careful to interpret this result: The exact chiral limit
with strict (1+1) dimensions gives rise to no chiral con-
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FIG. 3. Eigenvalue distribution of the finite-µq fermion opera-
tor on the 32×32 lattice (N = 32) for the gauge configuration
corresponding to Fig. 2. Results with µq = 2pi/N (red dots)
overlaid on those with µq = 0 (blue dots).
densate. This is why we set our problem in pseudo-(1+1)
dimensions and also the Wilson term plays a role.]
Since the chiral condensate is related to the low-lying
eigenvalues via the Banks-Casher relation, it is inter-
esting to see how the eigenvalue distribution changes
with the chiral spiral. The Wilson term breaks anti-
Hermiticity, and the eigenvalues are complex even at
µq = 0, so that the original Banks-Casher relation needs
a modification; the chiral condensate should be derived
from the eigenvalues of D†(0)D(0) rather than D(0) [31].
In this work, we do not calculate the former, and yet, it
is quite interesting to investigate the qualitative changes
of the latter at finite µq, which is presented in Fig. 3.
Figure 3 shows the eigenvalue distribution of D(µq) for
µq = 0 (blue dots) and µq = 2pi/N (red dots) as intro-
duced in Eq. (9). At µq = 0 the eigenvalue distribution
is just the same as a conventional one. With increasing
µq the distribution spreads to the negative real region,
and when µq reaches a multiple of pi/N , the determinant
should be identical to the µq = 0 value, though the eigen-
value distribution looks totally different. Although the
distribution appears to be symmetric for µq = (2pi/N)n
as seen in Fig. 3, there is no longer a quartet structure
nor any pairwise symmetry. It is miraculous that the
product of all these eigenvalues happens to be real.
Conclusions We have justified the idea that the sign
problem of the fermion determinant at finite µq be irrel-
evant in the (1+1)-dimensional system. This is caused
by the chiral transformation that removes the chemical
potential. We have first evaluated the determinant per-
turbatively in the continuum theory, and found that the
imaginary part in the (1+1)-dimensional case vanishes
unlike the (3+1)-dimensional situation that suffers from
the sign problem.
For the discretized fermion on the (1+1)-dimensional
lattice, the conventional way to impose a chemical po-
5tential causes the sign problem, which is a lattice artifact
and should be absent in the continuum limit. In practice,
however, this lattice artifact severely hinders the forma-
tion of the chiral spiral. To evade this problem, we have
proposed a new method to introduce a chemical potential
by twisting the Dirac operator along one of the spatial
directions by exp(µqγ3γ4x3), which recovers the correct
continuum limit as it should. In this case, the fermion
determinant becomes real, but it turns out that such a
chemical potential induces not a quark density but a dou-
bler (or isospin) density if the doublers are not killed. We
then find no chiral spiral. By diminishing spurious sym-
metry with doublers, we have successfully confirmed a
clear chiral spiral. The eigenvalues of our fermion opera-
tor has a peculiar distribution structure, which suggests
some relation between the appearance of some distribu-
tion pattern and the formation of the chiral spiral, which
we leave for a future problem.
Our idea of the spatially twisted chemical potential can
be applied to not only (1+1) dimensions but also more
general dimensions. If the spiral structure is the genuine
ground state at strong magnetic field or at high baryon
density that brings about the dimensional reduction, the
conventional formulation with µq is not really an optimal
choice. The present work has manifestly demonstrated
the advantage of the new formulation to investigate the
sign problem and the chiral spiral. It is also an intrigu-
ing future problem to study our method using the other
fermions, particularly the overlap fermion that also ex-
hibits a peculiar distribution of finite-density eigenval-
ues [32].
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